BuildBlock Building Systems has thirteen manufacturing facilities across North America and plans to add locations for the next several years. This means we have the manufacturing capacity to meet your ICF needs now and in the future. Shorter shipping distances mean lower freight costs for you and your customers.

BuildBlock continually develops new products and technologies solving problems and meeting needs in residential, commercial, industrial, and institutional construction. We innovate with the goal of creating cost-effective techniques and products for our customers.

Choosing BuildBlock isn’t just about choosing the best ICF block on the market, it’s about finding a partner with a strong commitment to our customers, our business partners, and our industry.

BuildBlock Building Systems, LLC
866-222-2575 Toll free
405-840-3386 Office
831-597-0792 Fax
buildblock.com
store.buildblock.com
training.buildblock.com

BuildBlock products meet your needs for every ICF construction project.

BUILDLOCK PRODUCTS MEET YOUR NEEDS FOR EVERY ICF CONSTRUCTION PROJECT

ICF WALL CONSTRUCTION

Building your pool with BuildBlock ICFs is fast and creates an energy-efficient pool using the same building materials as your home.

A typical BuildBlock ICF home uses ICFs for both the foundation and above-grade walls delivering superior comfort, strength, energy-efficiency, and safety.
ABOUT BUILDBLOCK BUILDING SYSTEMS

The company behind the ICF you choose to build with is just as important as the ICF building system itself. BuildBlock is owned and operated by ICF veterans with years of practical field experience. Our goals are to provide you with the most install friendly ICF on the market today.

Mike had been a successful owner of a 12-years in ICF construction and building supplies business, but he wanted something better. After years in residence and commercial construction building quality structures, he knew what product was needed, but couldn’t find it. He designed BuildBlock to fill the requirement.

BuildBlock was formed in 2004 by founder and CEO Michael Carlisle. BuildBlock ICFs are the result of years of research and development to create a superior ICF system.

I was looking for a form that would resolve the problems many years of field experience encountered while building complex structures. A form that would provide a superior attachment surface. The result was BuildBlock. He patented the many of the products that we use to create the most install friendly ICF on the market today.

The BuildBlock patents include:

- Full length molded tape measure and vertical cut lines are molded every 1-inch (25mm) providing the most repeatable layout of any ICF product.
- Molded-in markings identify web attachment points. Heavy-duty attachment points are marked with a B.
- Built-in half height blocks. Easily cut to half and install for half height blocks as needed. No special half height blocks required.
- Vertical Corner Rebar. BuildBlock corner forms are longer and can be used without requiring splicing accessories, allowing for the seamless application of rebar attachments for vertical columns.
- BuildClip to attach diagonally and restore support to the ICF wall finish creating an impenetrable barrier to termites.

The track and stainless steel surface from inside the concrete core to the exterior finish creating an impermeable barrier to termites.

BUILDBLOCK BENEFITS & FEATURES

Ready to use. No mix or assembly required, simply setup, unload and start.

FULLY REVERSIBLE.

All forms are fully reversible and will not split, crack or tolerate deformation. This makes it easy to build ICF structures both simple and complex.

BUILDING BLOCKING BLOCKS.

BuiltBlock forms block stack and securely lock into place. BuildBlock forms have the highest shear strength because of the 150% surface-to-surface area required between courses. 2-1/2" (63mm) X 6" (150mm) Foam Panels. Allow easy accommodation of electrical and plumbing installations for EPS forms. BuildBlock forms provide a superior attachment surface.

BUILDING BLOCKS (CB) BUILDING SYSTEMS

BuildBlock ICF forms combine the features you’ve come to expect in a quality ICF and unique potential improvements you’ll find in no other block. BuildBlock is the most install friendly ICF available today, using less waste, less space, and building better structures.

BUILDING BOXES.

BuildLock is a family of radius forms for use in ICF wall and pool construction. Providing curved insulations along the full length of the buck, BuildLock is two inches thicker providing an insulated barrier for all opening.

BUILDING BALCONIES.

BuildEdge is a fully-reversible all-foam ICF system. BuildEdge is the most versatile ICF on the market today.
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GLOBAL BLOCKS ALL FOAM ICF SYSTEM

BuildBlock is a unique all-foam coating design that integrates the use of structural ICF doors and windows. BuildBlock systems provide rebar support even when cutting through concrete forms without compromising concrete form.
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